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LEADING THE WAY
Our roughly 200 faculty and staff members are the driving force behind the success of the University of Houston College of Education. We bring diverse experiences and expertise, yet we’re united around a common goal to help eradicate inequities in education and health in Houston and beyond. We’re committed to our students and to the greater community.
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Resources

These links should help current faculty and staff access frequently used resources. Can’t find something? Email coecomm@uh.edu.
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Assistant Professor Wins National Dissertation Award
Joanna Batt earned the award from National Council for the Social Studies for her research, which focused on how recent high school graduates felt their history courses represented — or didn’t represent — their identities.
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Professor’s Docuseries Focuses on Better Schooling for Black Youth
To shine a light on the challenges facing Black students and to offer solutions, Professor Kmt Shockley directed and produced a five-part docuseries called “Cultural War: Focus on Black Youth,” recently released on the free streaming app Tubi.
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Faculty, Students and Alumni to Share Research at APA Conference
Researchers from the College will present on topics such as autism spectrum disorder, stress and trauma, and schooling during COVID-19 at the 2023 American Psychological Association Convention.
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UH College of Education Welcomes New Faculty in Fall 2023
“The faculty joining the College this year represent an amazing depth and breadth of expertise and experience,” said Dean Cathy Horn. “Their superpowers will join with our already amazing faculty to move the College forward in ensuring that everyone has access to outstanding public education and a healthy environment in which to thrive.”
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Associate Professor Earns UH Teaching Excellence Award
Mikel Cole, who teaches in the bilingual/ESL education program, drew praise for his “expertise and instruction, mentorship, dedication to the profession and advocacy work in bilingual education,” according to one of his Ph.D. students.
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Research on Video Gaming May Ease Parents’ Worry
A research team involving Associate Professor Jie Zhang found that there were no meaningful links between fifth graders’ video game playing and their cognitive ability. The study was published in the Journal of Media Psychology.
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Special Populations Professor Wins National Leadership Award
Jacqueline “Jacquie” Hawkins earned recognition from the Carnegie Project on the Education Doctorate for her work to transform the College’s Ed.D. program. “It has been the joy of my life to lead this kind of transformation of doctoral students,” Hawkins said.
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New Grant Will Help Emergent Bilingual Middle School Students
Thanks to a $2.2 million award from the National Science Foundation, Associate Professor Sissy Wong is leading a program to equip middle school science teachers with tools to support students who are learning English while still developing their home language.
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Awards
The dedicated faculty and staff at the University of Houston College of Education drive the College’s success. To that end, the College offers numerous awards to recognize outstanding employees.

Congratulations to our recent recipients!







Prospective Faculty: The UH College of Education offers faculty an opportunity to teach, research and thrive in the most ethnically diverse big city in America. Houston is home to the world’s largest medical center, the most Fortune 500 companies outside of New York and a variety of entertainment and culture. Join us!
Watch Now
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Experience a Virtual Tour of campus and the College of Education's idyllic view of the fountains! We're in a prime spot for studying or relaxing with friends outside.

Also check out the Student Center, dorms, dining and more! Befitting of a Tier One public research university, UH has invested in major campus upgrades in recent years.

Prospective students can contact coeinfo@uh.edu with questions.
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Follow Us on Social Media

to stay in the loop...
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Email

Keep your address updated via AccessUH to get emergency and weather alerts. We suggest an alternative to Yahoo because of technical problems.
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